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In the past three centuries the ship has developed from the relatively unsophisticated
sail-driven vessel which would have been familiar to the sailors of the Tudor navy, to
the huge motor-driven container ships, nuclear submarines and vast cruise liners that
ply our seas today. Who were the innovators and builders who, during that span of
time, prompted and instigated the most significant advances?In the past three centuries
the ship has developed from the relatively unsophisticated sail-driven vessel which
would have been familiar to the sailors of the Tudor navy, to the huge motor-driven
container ships, nuclear submarines and vast cruise liners that ply our seas today. Who
were the innovators and builders who, during that span of time, prompted and
instigated the most significant advances?In this new book the author describes the lives
and deeds of more the 120 great engineers, scientists, philosophers, businessmen,
shipwrights, naval architects and inventors who shaped ship design and shipbuilding
world wide. Covering the story chronologically, and going back briefly even to
Archimedes, such well-known names as Anthony Deane, Peter the Great, James Watt,
Robert Fulton and Isambard Kingdom Brunel share space with lesser known characters
like the luckless Frederic Sauvage, a pioneer of screw propulsion who, unable to
interest the French navy in his tests in the early 1830s, was bankrupted and landed in
debtors prison. With the inclusion of such names as Ben Lexcen, the Australian yacht
designer who developed the controversial winged keel for the 1983 Americas Cup, the
story is brought right up to date.Concise linking chapters place all these innovators in
context so that a clear and fascinating history of the development of ships and
shipbuilding emerges from the pages. An original and important new reference book.
Title from cover.
In 1925, Lewis R Freeman became a correspondent for the United States Navy Fleet,
living and working among them. Traveling all around the Pacific Ocean, Freeman
observed both the environment and his fellow travelers. Separated into three sections,
Stories of the Ships is a collection of narratives about this time in Freeman’s life,
depicting firsthand experiences and retelling the accounts and tales of the men that
served in the Navy around this time. The first section, titled, Stories of the Ships
introduces Freeman’s background as a correspondent and discusses the temperament
of the sailors. This section also includes the tale of an old ship that sailed through most
of the seven seas—the Cornwall. The next section, Life in the Fleet chronicles
Freeman’s day-to-day adventures, explaining his routines, responsibilities, and
revealing his conversations with the crew members and captains. With nine chapters,
this section contains the most stories and is the largest section of the book. Finally, the
last section before the endnotes, America Arrives, examines the relationship between
America and other countries such as France and Britain through the conversations and
attitudes of the sailors from those other countries. Freeman recounts several
discussions where he was referred to being unlike other Americans. With these three
sections and the endnotes, Stories of the Ships provides a thorough account of the
many years Lewis R. Freeman spent as a correspondent. Through the depiction of reallife conversations and experiences collected around the globe, Stories of the Ships by
Lewis R. Freeman is a fascinating narrative that gives modern day audiences an
intimate and authentic perspective on nautical life. With the focus on the United States
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Navy Fleet, Freeman provides privileged information on the innerworkings of the U.S
Navy during the 20th century. This edition of Stories of the Ships by Lewis R. Freeman
features a striking new cover design and is printed in a modern and readable font. With
these accommodations, Stories of the Ships is restored to modern standards, while
preserving the original mastery of Lewis R. Freeman.
The book targets bachelor, master and MBA students taking courses on global
strategy. It can be used in conjunction with a set of readings and articles on global
strategy issues.
It starts out with a protagonist a Philadelphia detective who is assigned to investigate
the murder of a rich business woman. He is a veteran of twenty years as a detective
and is considered very good at his job. During the course of his investigation he
interviews a person of interest who is the vice president of the victims company. He
interviews her for a second time and there starts a romantic connection between the
two. The antagonist in this book is a Russian operative named Jason who is tasked to
acquire secrets from a high level American diplomat. The romantic interest in this novel
name is Susan Conway and she is the vice president of the Sykes Empire. Cynthia
Sykes is the victim in this novel.
The critical parts of a heavy duty engine are theoretically designed for infinite life
without mechanical fatigue failure. Yet the life of an engine is in reality determined by
wear of the critical parts. Even if an engine is designed and built to have normal wear
life, abnormal wear takes place either due to special working conditions or increased
loading. Understanding abnormal and normal wear enables the engineer to control the
external conditions leading to premature wear, or to design the critical parts that have
longer wear life and hence lower costs. The literature on wear phenomenon related to
engines is scattered in numerous periodicals and books. For the first time,
Lakshminarayanan and Nayak bring the tribological aspects of different critical engine
components together in one volume, covering key components like the liner, piston,
rings, valve, valve train and bearings, with methods to identify and quantify wear. The
first book to combine solutions to critical component wear in one volume Presents real
world case studies with suitable mathematical models for earth movers, power
generators, and sea going vessels Includes material from researchers at Schaeffer
Manufacturing (USA), Tekniker (Spain), Fuchs (Germany), BAM (Germany), Kirloskar
Oil Engines Ltd (India) and Tarabusi (Spain) Wear simulations and calculations
included in the appendices Instructor presentations slides with book figures available
from the companion site Critical Component Wear in Heavy Duty Engines is aimed at
postgraduates in automotive engineering, engine design, tribology, combustion and
practitioners involved in engine R&D for applications such as commercial vehicles,
cars, stationary engines (for generators, pumps, etc.), boats and ships. This book is
also a key reference for senior undergraduates looking to move onto advanced study in
the above topics, consultants and product mangers in industry, as well as engineers
involved in design of furnaces, gas turbines, and rocket combustion. Companion
website for the book: www.wiley.com/go/lakshmi

Dual-Fuel Diesel Engines offers a detailed discussion of different types of dualfuel diesel engines, the gaseous fuels they can use, and their operational
practices. Reflecting cutting-edge advancements in this rapidly expanding field,
this timely book: Explains the benefits and challenges associated with internal
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combustion, compression ignition, gas-fueled, and premixed dual-fuel engines
Explores methane and natural gas as engine fuels, as well as liquefied petroleum
gases, hydrogen, and other alternative fuels Examines safety considerations,
combustion of fuel gases, and the conversion of diesel engines to dual-fuel
operation Addresses dual-fuel engine combustion, performance, knock, exhaust
emissions, operational features, and management Describes dual-fuel engine
operation on alternative fuels and the predictive modeling of dual-fuel engine
performance Dual-Fuel Diesel Engines covers a variety of engine sizes and
areas of application, with an emphasis on the transportation sector. The book
provides a state-of-the-art reference for engineering students, practicing
engineers, and scientists alike.
Sustainable Maritime Transportation and Exploitation of Sea Resources covers
the most updated aspects of maritime transports and of coastal and sea
resources exploitation, with a focus on (but not limited to) the Mediterranean
area. Vessels for transportation are analysed from the viewpoint of ship design in
terms of hydrodynamic, structural and plant optimisation, as well as from the
perspective of construction, maintenance, operation and logistics. The
exploitation of marine and coastal resources is covered in terms of fishing,
aquaculture and renewable energy production as well as of subsea resources
extraction. The characterisation of the marine environment is seen under the
twofold perspective of providing reference loads and conditions for the design of
means for the resources exploitation, but also of setting limits to the design in
order to preserve the natural ambient and minimise the impact of anthropogenic
activities related to both transportation and exploitation. Efficiency, reliability,
safety and sustainability of sea- and Mediterranean-related human activities are
the focus throughout the book. Sustainable Maritime Transportation and
Exploitation of Sea Resources will be of interest to technical operators in the
various areas involved (shipbuilding and ship-owner companies, research
organisations, universities, certifying bodies), but will also serve as an updated
reference work for government agencies and other institutional and educational
bodies.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 54. Chapters: Two-stroke
diesel engines, Two-stroke petrol engines, Two-stroke engine, Gasoline direct
injection, Ernst Degner, Fairbanks-Morse, Expansion chamber, Napier Deltic,
Unit construction, Roots type supercharger, Bourke engine, Opposed-piston
engine, Split-single, Commer TS3, Two-stroke power valve system, Rotax,
Junkers Jumo 205, Maico, Dry sump, EMD 645, Detroit Diesel 110, EMD 710,
EMD 567, Wartsila-Sulzer RTA96-C, Joseph Day, Reed valve, Detroit Diesel
Series 71, Junkers Jumo 204, Variable compression ratio, Single cylinder engine,
Walter Kaaden, Volumetric efficiency, Tuned pipe, Schnuerle porting, Power
band, Brons, Orbital Corporation, Detroit Diesel Series 149, Throttle response,
Napier Culverin, Allen Scythe, Italian American Motor Engineering, Envirofit
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International, Detroit Diesel Series 92, Junkers Jumo 223, Polini, Back pressure,
Kadenacy effect, Scavenging, Malossi, Exhaust pulse pressure charging, Kramer
graph, MAN B&W K108ME-C, Inertial supercharging effect, Detroit Diesel Series
51, MTH Racing engines, Zabel, Port-map.
Seeing is Understanding. The first VISUAL guide to marine diesel systems on
recreational boats. Step-by-step instructions in clear, simple drawings explain
how to maintain, winterize and recommission all parts of the system - fuel deck fill
- engine - batteries - transmission - stern gland - propeller. Book one of a new
series. Canadian author is a sailor and marine mechanic cruising aboard his
36-foot steel-hulled Chevrier sloop. Illustrations: 300+ drawings Pages: 222
pages Published: 2017 Format: softcover Category: Inboards, Gas & Diesel
Nigel Calder, a diesel mechanic for more than 25 years, is also a boatbuilder,
cabinetmaker, and machinist. He and his wife built their own cruising sailboat,
Nada, a project they completed in 1984. Calder is author of numerous articles for
Yachting Monthly and many other magazines worldwide, as well as the
bestselling Boatowner's Practical and Technical Cruising Manual and
Boatowner's Mechanical and Electrical Manual, both published by Adlard Coles
Nautical. Here, in this goldmine of a book, is everything the reader needs to keep
their diesel engine running cleanly and efficiently. It explains how diesel engines
work, defines new terms, and lifts the veil of mystery that surrounds such
engines. Clear and logical, this extensively illustrated guide will enable the reader
to be their own diesel mechanic. As Nigel Calder says: 'there is no reason for a
boatowner not to have a troublefree relationship with a diesel engine. All one
needs is to set the engine up correctly in the first place, to pay attention to routine
maintenance, to have the knowledge to spot early warning signs of impending
trouble, and to have the ability to correct small ones before they become large
ones.'
Pounder's Marine Diesel Engines and Gas Turbinesand Gas TurbinesButterworthHeinemann
Within all areas of transportation, solutions for economical and environmentally
friendly technology are being examined. Fuel consumption, combustion
processes, control and limitation of pollutants in the exhaust gas are
technological problems, for which guidelines like 98/69/EC and 99/96 determine
the processes for the reduction of fuel consumption and exhaust gas emissions.
Apart from technological solutions, the consequences of international legislation
and their effects on environmental and climate protection in the area of the
transportation are discussed.
In 1988, IARC classified diesel exhaust as probably carcinogenic to humans
(Group 2A). An Advisory Group which reviews and recommends future priorities
for the IARC Monographs Program had recommended diesel exhaust as a high
priority for re-evaluation since 1998. There has been mounting concern about the
cancer-causing potential of diesel exhaust, particularly based on findings in
epidemiological studies of workers exposed in various settings. This was rePage 4/10
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emphasized by the publication in March 2012 of the results of a large US
National Cancer Institute/National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
study of occupational exposure to such emissions in underground miners, which
showed an increased risk of death from lung cancer in exposed workers. The
scientific evidence was reviewed thoroughly by the Working Group and overall it
was concluded that there was sufficient evidence in humans for the
carcinogenicity of diesel exhaust. The Working Group found that diesel exhaust
is a cause of lung cancer (sufficient evidence) and also noted a positive
association (limited evidence) with an increased risk of bladder cancer (Group 1).
The Working Group concluded that gasoline exhaust was possibly carcinogenic
to humans (Group 2B), a finding unchanged from the previous evaluation in
1989.
"He Walks with Dragons" takes place when what was, what is, and what shall be
were one in the same. Draig, a boy on the verge of his manhood, is summoned
to the majestic mountain by the Great Ones. There he finds out he is about to
transcend the ages and risk his life to prevent the destruction of mankind. Born
into the naïve innocence of ancient man, Draig lives a simple pastoral existence
in a quiet, small village. But one day he is flung on a magical journey into a
forbidden new world. There, Draconos, a dragon, befriends the boy, training him
in the art of warfare. From this day forward, the young boy finds himself in awe at
the wonders the world holds for him. Not only has Draig become a man, but he is
living like a dragon and learning their mystical powers. “From the time Man first
crawled upon this earth…we found him worthy to take his rightful place among the
creatures that walk upon the earth. While hiding in the shadows, we have
protected him. We have nurtured him all these many ages. But now man grows in
great numbers and makes war on everything he sees.” And when the time
comes, will Draig be willing to lay down his life for the sake of saving the
dragons? And when the dragons are gone, where will he go? He is no longer just
a man.
Since its first appearance in 1950, Pounder's Marine Diesel Engines has served
seagoing engineers, students of the Certificates of Competency examinations
and the marine engineering industry throughout the world. Each new edition has
noted the changes in engine design and the influence of new technology and
economic needs on the marine diesel engine. This eighth edition retains the
directness of approach and attention to essential detail that characterized its
predecessors. There are new chapters on monitoring control systems and
governor systems, gas turbines and safety aspects of engine operation.
Important developments such as the latest diesel-electric LNG carriers that will
soon be in operation. After experience as a seagoing engineer with the British
India Steam Navigation Company, Doug Woodyard held editorial positions with
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and the Institute of Marine Engineers. He
subsequently edited The Motor Ship journal for eight years before becoming a
freelance editor specializing in shipping, shipbuilding and marine engineering. He
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is currently technical editor of Seatrade, a contributing editor to Speed at Sea,
Shipping World and Shipbuilder and a technical press consultant to Rolls-Royce
Commercial Marine. * Designed to reflect the recent changes to SQA/Marine and
Coastguard Agency Certificate of Competency exams. Careful organisation of
the new edition enables readers to access the information they require * Brand
new chapters focus on monitoring control systems and governor systems, gas
turbines and safety aspects of engine operation * High quality, clearly labelled
illustrations and figures
This book offers a comprehensive and timely overview of internal combustion
engines for use in marine environments. It reviews the development of modern
four-stroke marine engines, gas and gas–diesel engines and low-speed twostroke crosshead engines, describing their application areas and providing
readers with a useful snapshot of their technical features, e.g. their dimensions,
weights, cylinder arrangements, cylinder capabilities, rotation speeds, and
exhaust gas temperatures. For each marine engine, information is provided on
the manufacturer, historical background, development and technical
characteristics of the manufacturer’s most popular models, and detailed
drawings of the engine, depicting its main design features. This book offers a
unique, self-contained reference guide for engineers and professionals involved
in shipbuilding. At the same time, it is intended to support students at maritime
academies and university students in naval architecture/marine engineering with
their design projects at both master and graduate levels, thus filling an important
gap in the literature.
This book addresses the two-stroke cycle internal combustion engine, used in
compact, lightweight form in everything from motorcycles to chainsaws to
outboard motors, and in large sizes for marine propulsion and power generation.
It first provides an overview of the principles, characteristics, applications, and
history of the two-stroke cycle engine, followed by descriptions and evaluations of
various types of models that have been developed to predict aspects of twostroke engine operation.
This machine is destined to completely revolutionize cylinder diesel engine up through large
low speed t- engine engineering and replace everything that exists. stroke diesel engines. An
appendix lists the most (From Rudolf Diesel’s letter of October 2, 1892 to the important
standards and regulations for diesel engines. publisher Julius Springer. ) Further development
of diesel engines as economiz- Although Diesel’s stated goal has never been fully ing, clean,
powerful and convenient drives for road and achievable of course, the diesel engine indeed
revolu- nonroad use has proceeded quite dynamically in the tionized drive systems. This
handbook documents the last twenty years in particular. In light of limited oil current state of
diesel engine engineering and technol- reserves and the discussion of predicted climate ogy.
The impetus to publish a Handbook of Diesel change, development work continues to
concentrate Engines grew out of ruminations on Rudolf Diesel’s on reducing fuel consumption
and utilizing alternative transformation of his idea for a rational heat engine fuels while keeping
exhaust as clean as possible as well into reality more than 100 years ago. Once the patent as
further increasing diesel engine power density and was filed in 1892 and work on his engine
commenced enhancing operating performance.
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After escaping the claws of Corrigan, the Lord Alpha of the Brethren, Mack is trying to lead a
quiet lonely life in Inverness in rural Scotland, away from anyone who might happen to be a
shapeshifter. However, when she lands a job at an old bookstore owned by a mysterious
elderly woman who not only has a familiar passion for herbal lore but also seems to know more
than she should, Mack ends up caught in a maelstrom between the Ministry of Mages, the Fae
and the Brethren. Now she has to decide between staying hidden and facing the music, as well
as confronting her real feelings for the green eyed power of Corrigan himself. This is the
second book in the popular urban fantasy series, Blood Destiny.
Since its first appearance in 1950, Pounder's Marine Diesel Engines has served seagoing
engineers, students of the Certificates of Competency examinations and the marine
engineering industry throughout the world. Each new edition has noted the changes in engine
design and the influence of new technology and economic needs on the marine diesel engine.
Now in its ninth edition, Pounder's retains the directness of approach and attention to essential
detail that characterized its predecessors. There are new chapters on monitoring control and
HiMSEN engines as well as information on developments in electronic-controlled fuel injection.
It is fully updated to cover new legislation including that on emissions and provides details on
enhancing overall efficiency and cutting CO2 emissions. After experience as a seagoing
engineer with the British India Steam Navigation Company, Doug Woodyard held editorial
positions with the Institution of Mechanical Engineers and the Institute of Marine Engineers. He
subsequently edited The Motor Ship journal for eight years before becoming a freelance editor
specializing in shipping, shipbuilding and marine engineering. He is currently technical editor of
Marine Propulsion and Auxiliary Machinery, a contributing editor to Speed at Sea, Shipping
World and Shipbuilder and a technical press consultant to Rolls-Royce Commercial Marine. *
Helps engineers to understand the latest changes to marine diesel engineers * Careful
organisation of the new edition enables readers to access the information they require * Brand
new chapters focus on monitoring control systems and HiMSEN engines. * Over 270 high
quality, clearly labelled illustrations and figures to aid understanding and help engineers quickly
identify what they need to know.
Now in its fourth edition, Introduction to Internal Combustion Engines remains the
indispensable text to guide you through automotive or mechanical engineering, both at
university and beyond. Thoroughly updated, clear, comprehensive and well-illustrated, with a
wealth of worked examples and problems, its combination of theory and applied practice is
sure to help you understand internal combustion engines, from thermodynamics and
combustion to fluid mechanics and materials science. Introduction to Internal Combustion
Engines: - Is ideal for students who are following specialist options in internal combustion
engines, and also for students at earlier stages in their courses - especially with regard to
laboratory work - Will be useful to practising engineers for an overview of the subject, or when
they are working on particular aspects of internal combustion engines that are new to them - Is
fully updated including new material on direct injection spark engines, supercharging and
renewable fuels - Offers a wealth of worked examples and end-of-chapter questions to test
your knowledge - Has a solutions manual availble online for lecturers at
www.palgrave.com/engineering/stone
Introduction to Marine Engineering explains the operation of all the ship's machinery, with
emphasis on correct, safe operating procedures and practices at all times. Organized into 17
chapters, this book begins with an overall look at the ship. Subsequent chapters describe the
various ship machineries, including diesel engines, steam turbines, boilers, feed systems,
pumps, auxiliaries, deck machinery, hull equipment, shafting, propellers, steering gear, and
electrical equipment. Other aspects of marine engineering, particularly, fuel oils, lubricating
oils, refrigeration, air conditioning, ventilation, firefighting and safety, watchkeeping, and
equipment operation, are also described. This book will be useful to anyone with an interest in
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ships' machinery or a professional involvement in the shipping business.
"Measuring Tools" by Various Authors. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction
and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to
boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are userfriendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.

The Maritime Engineering Reference Book is a one-stop source for engineers involved
in marine engineering and naval architecture. In this essential reference, Anthony F.
Molland has brought together the work of a number of the world's leading writers in the
field to create an inclusive volume for a wide audience of marine engineers, naval
architects and those involved in marine operations, insurance and other related fields.
Coverage ranges from the basics to more advanced topics in ship design, construction
and operation. All the key areas are covered, including ship flotation and stability, ship
structures, propulsion, seakeeping and maneuvering. The marine environment and
maritime safety are explored as well as new technologies, such as computer aided ship
design and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs). Facts, figures and data from worldleading experts makes this an invaluable ready-reference for those involved in the field
of maritime engineering. Professor A.F. Molland, BSc, MSc, PhD, CEng, FRINA. is
Emeritus Professor of Ship Design at the University of Southampton, UK. He has
lectured ship design and operation for many years. He has carried out extensive
research and published widely on ship design and various aspects of ship
hydrodynamics. * A comprehensive overview from best-selling authors including Bryan
Barrass, Rawson and Tupper, and David Eyres * Covers basic and advanced material
on marine engineering and Naval Architecture topics * Have key facts, figures and data
to hand in one complete reference book
Is there potential for a U.S. regulatory system that is more efficient and effective? Or is
the future likely to involve 'paralysis by analysis'? Improving Regulation considers the
challenges faced by the regulatory system as society and technology change, and our
knowledge about the effects of our activities on human and planetary health becomes
more sophisticated. While considering the difficulty in linking regulatory design and
performance, Improving Regulation makes the case for empowering regulatory
analysis. Studying applications as diverse as fire protection, air and water pollution, and
genetics, its contributors examine the strategies of different stakeholders in today's
complex policymaking environment. With a focus on the behavior of institutions and
people, they consider the impact that organizational politics, science, technology, and
performance have on regulation. They explore the role of technology in creating and
reducing uncertainty, the costs of control, the potential involvement of previously
unregulated sectors, and the contentious public debates about fairness and
participation in regulatory policy. Arguing that the success of many regulations depends
upon their acceptance by the public, Fischbeck, Farrow, and their contributors offer
extensive, inductive evidence on the art of regulatory analysis. The resulting book
provides 'real world' examples of regulation, and a demonstration of how to synthesize
analytical skills with a knowledge of physical and social processes.
Many of the economic road blocks which have previously served to discourage the
implementation of alternative power generation technologies can now be readily
overcome through effective energy resource optimization. It is now a fact that solid
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financial returns can be achieved from combined heating, cooling and power generation
projects by integrating energy and cost efficiency goals, and seeking a match between
power production and heating/cooling requirements. This book is intended to serve as a
road map to those seeking to realize optimum economic returns on such projects. The
first section provides an introduction to basic heat and power thermodynamics, with an
overview of heat and power generation technologies and equipment. The second
section explores the infrastructure in which the project must be implemented, including
environmental considerations, as well as utility rate structures. The third section
provides detailed coverage of a broad range of technology types, and discusses how
opportunities for their application can be identified and successfully exploited. The final
section takes you through each step of project development, implementation and
operation. Numerous examples are provided of actual field applications, with supporting
documentation of system layouts and performance. The text is supplemented with more
than one thousand graphics, including photos, cutaway drawings, layout schematics,
performance curves, and data tables.
Pounder’s Marine Diesel Engines and Gas Turbines, Tenth Edition, gives engineering
cadets, marine engineers, ship operators and managers insights into currently available
engines and auxiliary equipment and trends for the future. This new edition introduces
new engine models that will be most commonly installed in ships over the next decade,
as well as the latest legislation and pollutant emissions procedures. Since publication of
the last edition in 2009, a number of emission control areas (ECAs) have been
established by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in which exhaust
emissions are subject to even more stringent controls. In addition, there are now rules
that affect new ships and their emission of CO2 measured as a product of cargo
carried. Provides the latest emission control technologies, such as SCR and water
scrubbers Contains complete updates of legislation and pollutant emission procedures
Includes the latest emission control technologies and expands upon remote monitoring
and control of engines
The story of how diesel engines and gas turbines, used to power cargo ships and jet
airplanes, made today's globally integrated economy possible. The many books on
globalization published over the past few years range from claims that the world is flat
to an unlikely rehabilitation of Genghis Khan as a pioneer of global commerce. Missing
from these accounts is a consideration of the technologies behind the creation of the
globalized economy. What makes it possible for us to move billions of tons of raw
materials and manufactured goods from continent to continent? Why are we able to fly
almost anywhere on the planet within twenty-four hours? In Prime Movers of
Globalization, Vaclav Smil offers a history of two key technical developments that have
driven globalization: the high-compression non-sparking internal combustion engines
invented by Rudolf Diesel in the 1890s and the gas turbines designed by Frank Whittle
and Hans-Joachim Pabst von Ohain in the 1930s. The massive diesel engines that
power cargo ships and the gas turbines that propel jet engines, Smil argues, are more
important to the global economy than any corporate structure or international trade
agreement. Smil compares the efficiency and scale of these two technologies to prime
movers of the past, including the sail and the steam engine. The lengthy processes of
development, commercialization, and diffusion that the diesel engine and the gas
turbine went through, he argues, provide perfect examples of gradual technical
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advances that receive little attention but have resulted in epochal shifts in global affairs
and the global economy.
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